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President’s Message 
Thoughts for the New Year 
– Toward a Re-establishment of AIST

Introduction
I would like to begin by wishing you all a Happy New 

Year. Japan’s social and economic conditions are slowly 

regaining their shine. However, for Japan to truly become a 

prosperous and safe country by resolving problems related 

to the aging of society, resources, energy, and so on, we 

must continue to generate innovation. I welcomed the 

New Year with a renewed determination to contribute to 

society by further strengthening the ties between AIST and 

industries, universities, national government bodies, and 

local governments to meet these needs of society.

In the industrial world, there are many corporations that 

are unable to realize innovation and are having difficulties 

in developing a growth strategy. Not only are we yet to 

recover from the Great East Japan Earthquake, but we are 

also faced with a mountain of problems including those 

concerning energy supplies, prevention of global warming, 

and the decreasing birthrate and aging of the population. 

AIST is capable of making great contributions in these 

areas and, in fact, people are placing high hopes on AIST.

Since becoming the president of AIST in April 2013, 

I have had many long and frank discussions with the 

executives and staff of AIST on our future direction. In 

2014, I am planning to put the fruits of these talks into 

action and to further evolve our institute so as to achieve 

what could be called a “re-establishment” of AIST.

M o t t o s  c o m m u n i c a t i n g  t h e  k e y 
characteristics of AIST

W h a t  d o e s  A I S T d o ?  W h a t  a r e  A I S T ’s  k e y 

characteristics? These questions were the first thoughts 

that came into my mind. What I did know was that AIST 

Ryoji Chubachi
President

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)
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was a research institute with a wide range of specialized 

researchers and that its research was focused on six major 

fields, and I was greatly impressed by its extremely high 

potential. But sadly, it is also true that it has low visibility 

and is not much known to society. As a public research 

institute, AIST should not stop at the generation of 

knowledge that contributes to the advancement of science 

but must also return the fruits of its R&D to society and 

the industrial world. To do this, AIST must first ensure 

that society and the industrial world know what it does. 

This led us to the process of creating mottos that would 

communicate the key characteristics of AIST.

After long discussions, AIST decided on the following 

two mottos: “Green Technologies for a Flourishing and 

Environmentally Friendly Society” and “Life Technologies 

for Healthy and Safe Living.” We at AIST are hoping to 

communicate the mission of AIST to society in an easily 

understandable way with these two mottos and to expand 

our circle of partnerships with external organizations. 

Last year, we launched the AIST Academia, which invites 

leaders in the corporate and academic world to engage 

in exchanges of ideas and has been making efforts to 

increase our organization’s social recognition. We also 

established two strategic integration research projects 

last year that embody our two mottos. These are the 

Initiative for Most Power-efficient Ultra-Large-Scale data 

Exploration (IMPULSE) and the Leading Engine program 

for Accelerating Drug discovery (LEAD).

I n a u g u r a t i o n  o f  t h e  F u k u s h i m a 
Renewable Energy Institute

The largest event planned for AIST this year is the 

opening of the Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute. 

AIST already established the Renewable Energy Research 

Center as a research unit last October, and finally this 

April, the new research institute charged with the task 

of reviving Japan will be fully opened in Koriyama, 

Fukushima Prefecture. In line with the Basic Guidelines 

for Reconstruction in Response to the Great East Japan 

Earthquake formulated by the Japanese government, the 

mission of the institute is to become one of the leading 

international research institutions in Japan and to solve 

various technological issues related to the future large-

scale introduction of renewable energy. The whole country 

is waiting for the results of the R&D to be carried out there 

in the photovoltaic and wind power generation, geothermal 

energy, ground source heat, hydrogen carrier, and energy 

network fields. AIST is strongly determined to break 

through any difficulties that it may encounter in realizing 

this mission.

Contribution to the local community and 
small and medium-sized enterprises

In addition to the research activities introduced above, 

AIST is also resolved to make efforts to actualize the latent 

power of local communities and the power of innovation 

possessed by local small and medium-sized enterprises. 

The source of Japan’s international competitiveness lies in 

the strong technical development capabilities of its large 

enterprises, and in their power of networking with the 

small and medium-sized enterprises that support them with 

their exceptional technical skills. To further strengthen 

the country’s industrial competitiveness, it is essential for 

industries to be created that are built on the strength of, and 

deeply rooted in, the local community. The metropolitan 

area has already reached its limits in many respects. 

If there are a large number of strong local industries 

throughout the country and these local industries can be 

connected to generate a more comprehensive strength, 

this can become a source of greater competitiveness 

for Japan. To make this a reality, we must reinforce the 

system that supports the technical development of small 

and medium-sized enterprises in the community. AIST 

currently has seven regional research bases from Hokkaido 

to Kyushu in addition to its research bases in Tsukuba 

and the Tokyo Waterfront area. We are currently devoting 

considerable efforts to joint research and the provision of 

technical consultation services to small and medium-sized 

enterprises. But increased efforts must also be made to lay 

out a network with a web that reaches all corners of Japan 

aimed at supporting small and medium-sized enterprises, by 

establishing stronger and much more effective cooperative 

relationships with local universities and public research 

institutes. Following the maxim that “small and medium-

sized enterprises are the axis of Japan’s development,” 

AIST is committed to moving forward on this path.
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Supporting the development and growth 
of venture businesses

AIST has given birth to 117 venture businesses since 

2003. Among these, one venture business has successfully 

made an initial public offering (IPO), 14 have been 

amalgamated with corporations through mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A), and 88 are presently actively engaged 

in business operations. These figures may suggest that 

AIST is achieving quite good results, but the situation is 

still far from satisfactory. Among the possible causes of 

this are the weak “market pull” perspective in contrast to 

the incomparably strong “technology push” and the lack 

of a strong determination to achieve success. AIST now 

has a new option for providing support that enables it to 

make investments. Compared with our former stance in 

developing venture businesses, much more aggressive 

involvement of AIST is now expected. However, we must 

also not forget that our funds are tax money entrusted to 

us by the citizens of Japan and that a much higher level of 

transparency and accountability is now expected of AIST.

Global strategy

AIST has thus far concluded 35 comprehensive research 

cooperation agreements with overseas research institutes 

and universities. Companies are now speeding up the 

implementation of their global strategies and are not only 

expanding their businesses overseas, but are actively 

recruiting personnel from overseas as well. AIST is also 

planning to actively bring in highly competent personnel 

and exceptional knowledge from overseas to improve the 

level of quality of research. In addition, by learning from 

the experiences of overseas research institutes, we intend 

to not only strengthen our services to small and medium-

sized enterprises to support their global expansion plans but 

also to increase our presence as a public research institute 

in Asia, a region that is expected to grow into a gigantic 

market in the future.

To achieve these objectives, AIST must fortify its 

current network with overseas research institutes. For 

the network in Europe and the United States, we will 

consolidate our partnerships by inviting visiting specialists 

and recruiting and dispatching personnel in high-

technology fields such as renewable energy, robotics, and 

nanotechnology. And for the network in Asia, we will 

expand our research cooperation with Thailand, Indonesia, 

India, China, Taiwan, and other Asian countries and regions 

in a wide range of fields including energy, the environment, 

life sciences, metrology, geology, and disaster prevention 

through measures such as personnel exchanges. In 2013, 

I visited Thailand, Taiwan, and Indonesia and had the 

opportunity to exchange ideas with people at national 

research institutes in each country. Based on a renewed 

conviction of the importance of partnerships with Asian 

countries, I am contemplating the establishment of a hub for 

AIST in Asia to further strengthen our current cooperative 

relationships. I believe that this step will become a highly 

important strategy for small and medium-sized enterprises 

that are planning to expand into Asia and for international 

research cooperation initiatives promoted by the Japanese 

government.

Closing

I am resolved to make this year a “year of action.” To 

actively contribute to the government’s growth strategy, 

AIST will produce visible results in green innovation and 

life innovation research. We will also set the Fukushima 

Renewable Energy Institute on the path to success, expand 

our contribution to the local communities, and strengthen 

cooperation with small and medium-sized enterprises. In 

order to realize as many new developments as possible in 

industrial science and technology that are useful to society, 

we intend to enhance our overall capabilities through inner 

fusion and to actively promote external partnerships. As 

always, AIST will continue to make its best efforts this year 

through the combined power of all its members.
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International strategy of AIST

The international strategy of AIST 

consists of the implementation of tripartite 

joint research together with Japanese 

corporations based on AIST’s network 

of cooperation with overseas research 

institutes, promotion of international 

standardization, and fulfillment of missions 

set forth by the government, so as to 

support the global business operations 

of Japanese industry. As an international 

open innovation hub, AIST aims to support 

Japanese industry greatly enhance its 

competitiveness by pursuing this strategy.

AIST currently conducts joint research, 

exchanges of human resources, and 

exchanges of information with overseas 

institutes based on its global network. 

Using this network, AIST supports the 

global business of Japanese industry by 

implementing the tripartite joint research 

mentioned above through cooperation 

between AIST, Japanese corporations, 

and institutes in other countries. AIST is 

also actively promoting the international 

standardization of various technologies as 

a public institute, thereby supporting the 

efforts of Japanese industry to obtain global 

market share and enhance competitiveness. 

Furthermore, AIST is contributing to the 

fulfillment of the government’s missions 

by promoting international cooperation to 

ensure stable supplies of mineral resources 

and to disseminate renewable energy.

These diverse forms of international 

cooperation are realized by our strong 

cooperation network with overseas 

institutes.  AIST strategically signs 

memoranda of understanding (MOUs) on 

research cooperation with various overseas 

research institutes to establish a win-

win network with these institutes for the 

promotion of joint research and exchanges 

of human resources and information. 

AIST dispatches its researchers to other 

countries, invites foreign researchers to 

Japan, and actively promotes interchanges 

of human resources with selected overseas 

research institutes, thus strengthening 

the foundations of its strong network of 

cooperation.

M e t h o d s  o f  i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
c o o p e r a t i o n  t o  r e a l i z e  t h e 
international strategy and future 
prospects

As mentioned above, the international 

strategy of AIST is to support the global 

business operations of Japanese industry 

based on its global network with overseas 

institutes. The specific procedures are 

described below.

○ Joint R&D involving corporations 

through the use of AIST’s overseas 

network
AIST has a cooperation network with 

major research institutes in various 

countries. Through tripartite joint research 

conducted by AIST, Japanese corporations, 

and institutes in other countries via our 

global network, we are working to support 

the acceleration of R&D activities of those 

Japanese corporations, the penetration of 

Japanese industry into the global market, 

and global business. 

○ Joint R&D aimed at science and 
technology development with overseas 
institutes

There are a large number of research 

institutes with high R&D potential 

located in various countries around the 

world. AIST conducts joint R&D with 

these research institutes so as to realize 

AIST-created innovations and accelerate 

Japanese innovations in the relevant 

fields, thereby supporting innovations by 

Japanese industry.

○ International cooperation through 

international standardization
In ternat ional  s tandardiza t ion  of 

important Japanese technologies such 

as solar power generation or biofuels 

ultimately supports Japanese industry’s 

global market operations in these fields. 

AIST plays a  key role  as  a  public 

institute in leading efforts to realize the 

international standardization of various 

next-generation technologies,  thus 

supporting the operations of Japanese 

corporations in the international market 

For inquiries about this article : International Affairs Division Research and 
Innovation Promotion Headquarters   http://unit.aist.go.jp/intl/ci/index.html

As open innovation has become a worldwide trend and the market is becoming increasingly global, there is 
a strong need for AIST to support the globalization of Japanese industry as an international open innovation 
hub. In this feature, the international strategy of AIST that contributes to the national benefit and AIST’s efforts 
in the area of international cooperation using its global network are described with specific examples.
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and reinforcement of their industrial 

competitiveness. 

○  In ternat iona l  cooperat ion  to 

contribute to the government’s missions
The important roles of the Japanese 

government in promoting Japanese 

industrial  development include the 

provision of stable supplies of energy 

and mineral resources, dissemination of 

renewable energy, and support of Japanese 

corporations that have operations in 

other countries. AIST assists the global 

operations of Japanese industry by 

realizing various forms of international 

c o o p e r a t i o n  i n v o l v i n g  J a p a n e s e 

corporations to fulfill these government 

missions in its capacity as a public 

research institute. 

Global network of AIST

At presen t ,  AIST has  MOUs on 

comprehensive research cooperation with 

35 institutes in 18 countries or regions 

to promote cooperation in multiple 

research areas. AIST also has MOUs with 

34 institutes for cooperation in specific 

research areas. These agreements allow 

us to actualize systematic cooperation 

in various ways, as explained above. In 

Asia, our cooperation network covers 

China, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, 

India, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Singapore. 

In Europe, our network encompasses 

Germany, France, Belgium, Norway, and 

Finland. In the United States, we have a 

well-established cooperative relationship 

with research institutes under the U.S. 

Department of Energy (DOE). We also 

have a strong cooperation network in 

South Africa and Australia.

We are actively engaged in joint 

research  and exchanges  of  human 

resources and information based on 

these MOUs with overseas institutes, 

and are deepening our mutual  t ies 

through our efforts in joint research and 

standardization utilizing each other’s 

advan tages .  Through  coopera t ive 

activities with Japanese corporations that 

are collaborating with us, we are making 

efforts to support the global business 

operations of Japanese industry.

Associate Manager, 
International Affairs Division

Research and Innovation Promotion Headquarters

Shinichiro MORIMOTO

Major MOU signatories and areas of cooperation

Norway (renewable energy)
IFE, SINTEF, NTNU

Russia (metrology)
VNIIMS

Belgium 
(IT and electronics)
IMEC

Germany 
(solar power, medical equipment, 
metrology)
HZG, Julich, KIT, FhG, PTB

China
(clean coal, sugar chains)
CAS, SJTUFrance 

(IT and electronics, 
metrology, geology)
CNRS, CEA, BIPM, 
BRGM India 

(renewable energy, 
anti-cancer chemicals)
CSIR, DBT

South Africa 
(critical materials)
CGS

Singapore 
(solar power,electronics)
A*STAR

Malaysia (biomass)
SIRIM

Indonesia 
(biofuels, 
biotechnologies)
BPPT

Mongolia (resources)
MMRE

South Korea 
(production technologies, 
geology)
ISTK, KICET, KIGAM

Taiwan 
(solar power, electronics)
ITRI

Vietnam 
(water treatment)
VAST

Thailand (biofuels, metrology, geology, 
exchanges of human resources)
NSTDA, TISTR, NIMT, DMR

New Zealand 
(earthquakes, geothermal energy)
GNS

Australia (renewable energy, 
exchanges of human resources)
CSIRO

Canada 
(resources)
GSC

U.S.A. (renewable energy, genes, 
metrology, geology)
NREL, SNL, LBNL, LLNL, LANL, SRNL, 
ORNL, NIST, USGS

Brazil 
(resources)
INMETRO, DNPM

Comprehensive MOUs: 35 
Individual MOUs: 34

Country (major areas of 
cooperation) Institute Environment and energy Nanomaterials, IT and electronics, 

and life science
Measurement, 
metrology and geology
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Joint R&D with Corporations Using the Overseas Network
Introduction

This article explains the specific efforts 

of AIST, using the network with overseas 

research institutes, to assist Japanese 

corporations in accelerating their R&D 

activities, penetrating world markets, and 

conducting global business operations.

Developing technology to produce 
transportation fuel from non-edible 
biomass in Thailand

Amid the soaring prices of crude oil and 

rising recognition of the importance of 

oil resource availability, it is an important 

issue not only for Japan but also the entire 

world to develop transportation fuel 

derived from non-edible biomass. There is 

a non-edible oil-yielding plant, Jatropha 

curcas (jatropha), that is resistant to 

drought, cultivable on barren land, and 

less likely to cause forest destruction. 

Considering these features, it is attracting 

a great deal of attention as a future 

potential raw material for transportation 

biofuel. AIST has advanced technological 

expertise in the field of transportation 

biofuels, including production of quality 

biodiesel fuel (BDF) from oil fractions 

and effective use of oil extract residues 

to enhance the overall efficiency of 

utilization of jatropha fruit.

Under these circumstances, AIST 

together  wi th  Thai land’s  Nat ional 

Science and Technology Development 

A g e n c y  ( N S T D A )  , t h e  T h a i l a n d 

Institute of Scientific and Technological 

Research (TISTR) and King Mongkut's 

University of Technology North Bangkok 

(KMUTNB) decided to conduct joint 

d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l 

technology to produce transportation 

fuel from non-edible biomass as part of 

the Science and Technology Research 

Partnership for Sustainable Development 

(SATREPS) being implemented by the 

Japan Science and Technology Agency 

and the Japan International Cooperation 

Agency (Fig. 1). In this joint project, high-

Fig. 1 AIST-Thailand joint development of technology to produce transportation fuel from non-edible biomass
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quality BDF from non-edible jatropha is 

being produced in Thailand using AIST’s 

technology. To verify its compatibility as 

an automobile fuel, a road durability test 

using actual vehicles fueled with the high-

quality BDF was initiated in Thailand in 

November 2012 jointly with the Isuzu 

Motors' Thailand Group.

BDF jointly produced by AIST and 

the Thai institutes satisfies not only the 

level of quality recommended by the 

Economic Research Institute for ASEAN 

and East Asia (ERIA quality) under the 

East Asia Summit but also the guideline 

of the Worldwide Fuel Charter (WWFC). 

We will continue our efforts to develop 

industrial-scale manufacturing technology 

in the future. We also plan to promote 

and disseminate technologies not only to 

Thailand but also to the countries of East 

Asia for the production, quality assurance, 

and utilization of our BDF. 

D e v e l o p i n g  n a t u r a l  r u b b e r 
production technology in Indonesia

Natural rubber produced by a tropical 

tree, the Pará rubber tree, has excellent 

physical  propert ies  that  cannot  be 

reproduced by synthetic rubber. It is 

still an indispensable raw material for 

tire production, and demand is rapidly 

increasing as a result of the worldwide 

growth in vehicle ownership. It  is, 

however, necessary to increase the 

production per unit of Pará rubber tree 

without expanding the area of land 

under cultivation, from the viewpoint of 

environmental protection. Conventional 

procedures have only involved classical 

selective breeding or empirical technical 

improvements, and an appropriate review 

based on scientific understanding has not 

so far been made. 

Considering this status, AIST has 

established a framework for international 

joint research by three parties—AIST, the 

Indonesian Agency for the Assessment 

and Application of Technology (BPPT), 

and Bridgestone Corporation—and 

started technical development to support 

increased production of natural rubber. 

Fig. 2 Framework for the international joint project
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We are working closely with BPPT, a 

governmental agency of the world’s 

second-largest natural rubber producing 

country, and the Biotech Center, one of 

the research institutes under BPPT. This 

system of close ties allows us to obtain 

information and research specimens 

related to or necessary for the cultivation 

and breeding of Pará rubber trees essential 

for  the  development  of  molecular 

breeding technology. In order to realize 

early application of the developed 

technology to production sites, we also 

have a collaborative framework with 

Bridgestone, which operates a rubber 

farming business in Indonesia.

H a v i n g  s t a r t e d  i n  2 0 1 1 ,  t h i s 

international joint research project is 

engaged in the development of DNA 

markers based on genome analysis, 

analysis of the formation mechanism of 

latex-producing cells (laticifers), clonal 

propagation technology, and genetic 

transformation technology.

Evaluating the effectiveness of a 
new liver disorder marker in China

Hepatitis virus infection is a global 

issue. China is one of the seriously 

affected countries, with more than 100 

million people infected with this virus. 

It is hoped that technology to diagnose 

the disease be diffused to realize the 

earliest possible start of the appropriate 

t reatment.  Currently,  FibroScan,  a 

physical measuring device, and FibroTest, 

a serodiagnostic index, both developed by 

a French manufacturer, hold a large share 

of the market for quantification of hepatic 

fibrosis with hepatic fibrosis markers. 

These diagnostic methods, however, pose 

a large financial burden on patients. It 

is therefore an important issue not only 

for Japan but also the rest of the world 

to accelerate the dissemination of “the 

world’s quickest, most inexpensive, and 

safest fibrosis quantification system.”

The Research Center for Medical 

G l y c o s c i e n c e  ( R C M G )  o f  A I S T 

developed a leading-edge sugar chain 

analysis technique with 10 years’ support 

from the New Energy and Industrial 

Technology Development Organization 

(NEDO) and created its own technique 

for developing diagnostic agents related 

to sugar chains as one of the culminations 

of these efforts. Particularly, RCMG 

completed development of a diagnostic 

kit that allows measurement of a hepatic 

fibrosis marker in 17 minutes, and a 

Japanese company applied for official 

approval for its production and sale. With 

this as a background, a laboratory was 

jointly established by AIST and Shanghai 

Jiao Tong University in the compound 

of the university in China in April 2011 

to focus on research on sugar chains 

aiming at overseas expansion. A research 

theme applied for by this laboratory was 

adopted under the International S&T 

Cooperation Program of China in 2012. 

The laboratory provides an environment 

for the assessment of the diagnostic kit 

developed by AIST, with the serum of 

patients in China gathered by researchers 

of Shanghai Jiao Tong University being 

used for  measurements  to conduct 

ongoing evaluations of the effectiveness 

of the kit.

This international  joint  research 

project (Fig. 2) was realized based on 

the excellent performance of RCMG’s 

Prime Senior Researcher
Research Center for New Fuels and 

Vehicle Technology

Yuji YOSHIMURA

Leader, 
Plant Gene Regulation Research Group

Bioproduction Research Institute

Kaoru SUZUKI

Deputy Director
Research Center for 

Medical Glycoscience

Masanori GOTOH

glycoproteomics technology and the 

conf i rmed va l id i ty  of  “ the  quick , 

inexpensive and safe system” using the 

hepatic fibrosis marker.

The advanced technological capabilities 

of AIST have thus greatly supported 

overseas business operations of Japanese 

corporations.
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Members of the AIST-CNRS JRL (Joint Robotics Laboratory), UMI3218/CRT

Joint Research and Development with Overseas 
Institutes for Scientific and Technological Development
Introduction

There are many research institutes 

with high R&D potential in the world. 

This article describes the specific efforts 

of AIST in creating AIST-originated 

innovations through joint R&D with these 

research institutes, thereby supporting 

innovations by Japanese industry in the 

relevant fields.

Developing robots with CNRS of 
France

In France, highly advanced studies 

are being conducted on the theoretical 

aspects of robot-related research. In 

part icular,  the National Center for 

Scientific Research (Le Centre national 

de la Recherche Scientifique: CNRS) is 

one of the leading institutes of research 

on artificial intelligence and applied 

mathematical theory. The Intelligent 

Systems Research Institute of AIST is 

also conducting advanced research of 

a globally excellent standard on robot 

implementation and control technology 

especially for humanoid robots. Win-win 

cooperation between AIST and CNRS 

is of pivotal significance in order to 

accelerate establishment of fundamental 

technologies for enhancement of the 

autonomy, adaptability, and interaction of 

robots.

Recognizing this high potential for 

cooperation, AIST and CNRS signed 

an MOU in 2001. The two institutes set 

up together a dedicated organization to 

conduct international joint research based 

on the signed MOU, called the AIST-

CNRS JRL (Joint Robotics Laboratory), 

UMI3218/CRT, in December 2008. 

After an external evaluation process, 

JRL started its second-term activities 

in December 2012. With respect to 

autonomy, we have established an off-

line planning technology that enables 

a robot to move to a targeted position 

using whole-body motion while avoiding 

obstacles in a complicated environment. 

The developed method has also been 

extended to plan motions in contact with 

the environment and plural points and 

has been demonstrated using a humanoid 

robot. In the field of adaptability, we 

have  developed a  technology tha t 

enables a robot to move to a targeted 

position by avoiding obstacles in a 

changing environment, and validated 

it by implementing a humanoid that 

has capacity of adaptive walking path 

generation. Finally for interaction, our 

achievements include the realization of 

a teleoperation technology that enables 

a  human and a  robot  to  work in  a 

coordinated manner using the visual and 

force sensing, and another technology that 

allows controlling a humanoid with brain 

signals.

CNRS-AIST JRL is continuously 

participating in external international 

projects including EU projects. Using 

the budget of those projects, postdoctoral 

researchers and doctoral students are 

employed by the French side and sent to 

AIST to conduct joint research. Many 

brilliant and highly motivated researchers 

from prestigious French schools such as 

École Polytechnique and École Normale 

Supérieure participate in the joint research 

at JRL. As a laboratory belonging to 
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CNRS that is a highly reputed research 

institute, JRL offers them an opportunity 

to  conduc t  r e sea rch  on  advanced 

technologies at AIST. Foreign researchers 

from JRL are active at a number of 

research institutes including CNRS 

and various corporations, and we have 

maintained a cooperative relationship 

with those researchers. Mutual exchanges 

also take place, with six AIST researchers 

staying at CNRS on a medium- to long-

term basis.

As explained above, the joint research 

conducted by AIST and CNRS and the 

establishment of JRL not only bring 

progress on fundamental technologies for 

robotics, but also accomplish a significant 

improvement of the research potential 

of AIST through the interaction with 

excellent human resources of CNRS. This 

synergy is expected to eventually make 

a noteworthy contribution to Japanese 

innovations in robot research.

Development of actuators with a 
Fraunhofer Institute 

With the accelerating aging of society, 

there is a growing demand for medical and 

welfare equipment such as rehabilitation 

robots and silent pumps for medical 

applications, either for use in the home 

or to be fitted to the human body. These 

devices must ensure sufficient safety 

and operability in the environments in 

which they are used, while also realizing 

downsizing, weight-saving, and cost 

reduction. To achieve these objectives, an 

actuator is required that is light in weight, 

has excellent workability, and operates 

silently. One of the promising candidates 

for such an actuator is the electroactive 

polymer (EAP) actuator. 

The Health Research Institute of AIST 

is engaged in the development of EAP 

actuators and their application to medical 

and welfare equipment, and boasts the 

world’s top-class competitive edge in 

the development of nanocarbon polymer 

actuators. Practical application of such 

actuators, however, requires the upsizing 

of elements or device integration of 

actuators by layering as well as techniques 

for their systematization. The Fraunhofer 

Institute for Manufacturing Engineering 

and Automation (Fraunhofer-Institut für 

Produktionstechnik und Automatisierung: 

Fraunhofer IPA), located in Germany, is 

strong in the fields of process technology 

and systematization technology typically 

used for large-scale production. This 

institute had developed EAP by itself. 

Aware of the high performance of the 

EAP developed by AIST, Fraunhofer 

IPA withdrew from the development 

of fundamental technologies for EAP 

and decided to work with Japanese 

corporations centering on AIST to 

promote EAP development. 

With this as a background, an MOU 

was  concluded between AIST and 

Fraunhofer Gesellschaft in 2012. In April 

2013, a joint research agreement on the 

development of EAP was signed between 

the two parties. Under this agreement, 

bo th  pa r t i e s  w i l l  j o in t ly  deve lop 

technologies for the upsizing and layering 

of EAP actuator elements and related 

system technologies, whose development 

had been conducted by AIST, produce 

prototype extension actuators applicable 

to rehabilitation robots and silent pumps 

for medical use, and promote their 

industrial application. At present, AIST is 

studying the material composition of the 

element, while Fraunhofer IPA is working 

on upsizing and layering techniques. We 

intend to apply prototypes of medical and 

welfare devices produced by these joint 

research efforts and promote R&D for 

the commercialization of EAP devices 

with relevant manufacturers in Japan and 

overseas.

Leader, 
AIST-CNRS JRL (Joint Robotics Laboratory), 

UMI3218/CRT
Intelligent Systems Research Institute

Eiichi YOSHIDA
Leader, 

Artificial Cell Research Group
Health Research Institute

Kinji ASAKA
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International Cooperation in International Standardization

Introduction

The importance of  in ternat ional 

standardization began to be recognized 

particularly in the latter half of the 1990s. 

With the Agreement on Technical Barriers 

to Trade (TBT Agreement) administered 

by the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

coming into force, each WTO member 

country was obliged to base its domestic 

arbitrary or mandatory standards, when 

prepared, on the relevant international 

standards so that its domestic standards or 

conformity assessment procedures would 

not cause unnecessary trade barriers. 

Japan is also committed to this obligation, 

and its domestic standards, the Japanese 

Industrial Standards (JIS), have been 

modified to ensure consistency with the 

international standards.

The presence of a standard itself does 

not necessarily make it meaningful. A 

standard makes sense only when the 

relevant products or services are checked 

and proven to comply with it (conformity 

assessment). Similarly to international 

standardization, conformity assessment is 

becoming increasingly important as well.

This section describes the efforts of 

AIST in supporting the global operations 

of Japanese industry through assistance 

in the fields of standardization and 

conformity assessment activities, taking 

LED lamps and photocatalysts as specific 

cases. Although these supporting efforts 

are not necessarily made with AIST as the 

central figure, AIST’s advanced research 

results are incorporated in the major 

actions that constitute these efforts.

Comparison among international 
laboratories for LED lamp testing

LED lighting is characterized by 

higher conversion efficiency from electric 

power to light, power consumption 

lower than the traditional lighting such 

as incandescent lamp or fluorescent 

lamp with the same brightness, and 

longer operating life. Because of these 

advantages, LED lamps have rapidly 

spread  and  var ious  LED products 

are on the market. However, some of 

LED lamps on the market did not have 

sufficient brightness and the brightness 

was lower than those mentioned in those 

performance indications. Hence, the 

Consumer Affairs Agency of Japan has 

directed the manufacturers and suppliers 

who shipped those LED lamps to correct 

their exaggerated performance indications, 

because consumer confusion could have 

been created.

One of the major causes of this problem 

is that the technology on which LED 

lamp is based is completely different 

from that of traditional lighting, and 

accordingly there are great differences 

from the traditional lighting such as, in the 

spectra, in the spatial distribution of light, 

and in the size or the shape of the light 

source. Furthermore there is also a wider 

variety of specifications among products. 

The above causes serious difficulty 

in evaluating LED lighting with high 

reliability using the traditional evaluation 

methods. Under these circumstances, 

AIST has been engaged in the research 

and development of an appropriate 

measurement standard for LED lamps 

that guarantees easier and higher reliable 

LED measurement. We plan to release this 

measurement standard in the near future.

Moreove r,  s i nce  t he  LED l amp 

products on market are measured by 

the manufacturers’ testing laboratories 

or third-party test ing laboratories, 

i t  i s  ve ry  impor tan t  to  ver i fy  the 

introduced measurement methods and 

the measurement capabilities of these 

testing laboratories in order to improve 

the reliability of LED lamp performance 

indication. For verification, AIST took 

the initiative in conducting proficiency 

testing, in which participant laboratories 

measured the same LED lamps using 

the same measurement method (JIS) and 

AIST gathered objective data to verify 

the measurement capabilities of the 

laboratories. The results of the proficiency 

testing are being referred to in the 

accreditation conducted by the National 

Institute of Technology and Evaluation for 

verifying the measurement capabilities of 

the laboratories.

The LED lamps have also become 

popular around the world and some 

countries have introduced a system 

of marking and labeling to indicate 

their energy-saving performance. The 

criteria for testing, however, vary from 

country to country, and the approach to 

standardization or conformity assessment 

has not yet been unified.

It goes without saying that the current 

situation is not desirable for the global 

penetration of LED lamps. Consideration 
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this situation, AIST participated in 

the  IEA-4E SSL Annex ,  which  i s 

an international joint project of the 

International Energy Agency (IEA), and 

has prepared an internationally common 

measurement method and protocol for 

verifying the capabilities of the testing 

laboratories for LED lamp measurement 

throughout the world. This means that 

the measurement capabilities of testing 

laboratories can be compared based on 

the internationally common criteria. Any 

test results of LED lamp products which 

are provided by a laboratory verified 

by the common criteria, will then be 

able to be referred to as evidence for 

any performance certification, which 

is necessary for checking the products 

against the energy-saving labeling of 

each country. AIST is currently taking the 

initiative in conducting proficiency testing 

among Japanese participating laboratories 

according to the IEA-4E SSL Annex 

based criteria.

The expected outcome of these efforts 

is that LED lighting fixtures manufactured 

and tested in Japan will be certified as 

ecological products worldwide.

Actions for diffusion of photocatalysts

Photocatalyst is a relatively widely 

known term among the general public in 

Japan. A variety of products based on the 

reactions of photocatalysts, such as those 

with dirt-resistant or antibacterial features, 

are being sold. Titanium dioxide, well 

known as a photocatalyst, is a relatively 

inexpensive material that is also used 

as a pigment in products such as white 

paint. It is the rutile type of titanium 

dioxide that is used as a pigment, while 

the anatase type is used as a photocatalyst. 

Purchasers of these products cannot tell 

simply by looking at them whether or not 

they are really as effective as advertised. 

In this type of situation, products with and 

without actual effects tend to coexist.

Consumers who happen to buy an 

inferior product may come to doubt that 

the new technology that they embody is 

effective. Consequently, truly effective 

products may end up being poorly sold. 

If this occurs, the market for the new 

technology will not be established in a 

sound way. 

Such inferior products should be 

eliminated. AIST has promoted the 

following strategy for standardization 

of photocatalytic products to verify 

effectiveness of the photocatalysts. 

First, the JIS specifying the method 

for evaluating the effectiveness of 

photocatalysts should be issued, and the 

specific JIS standard for each function 

of photocatalysts should be sequentially 

published. At the same time, the process 

of international standardization should be 

promoted. In Japan, certification marks 

are granted by an industrial organization 

based on the results of JIS-specified tests 

so as to differentiate products.

  When a  Japanese  technology  or 

national standardization is ahead of 

that of other countries, as in the case 

of photocatalysts, and is promoted to 

international standardization, the necessity 

of international standardization or the 

details of the technology may not be fully 

understood.

Appropriate measures are therefore 

being taken in cooperation with relevant 

countries to avoid such situations when 

Head, 
Photometry and Radiometry Division

Metrology Institute of Japan 

Tatsuya ZAMA
Principal Reviewer, 

Evaluation Department; 
Concurrently with the Research Institute for 

Environmental Management Technology

Koji TAKEUCHI
Manager, 

Standards Planning Office
International Standards Promotion Division
Research and Innovation Promotion Headquarters

Koichiro HATTORI

promoting international standardization, 

including visits to specialists in Asia, 

Europe, and North America and the 

implementation of international round-

robin tests with Asian countries and the 

European Committee for Standardization.

Test methods to verify the effectiveness 

of photocatalysts such as self-cleaning 

performance, air purification, water 

purification, and bacterial resistance have 

been established after going through these 

processes. In the future, the infrastructure 

necessary for the distribution of products 

in any country of the world will be able 

to be established by allowing the results 

of tests conducted in Japan or the results 

of Japanese institutional certification to 

be accepted in other countries (mutual 

approval).
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International Cooperation for Contribution to Government Missions

Introduction

This section introduces AIST’s specific 

efforts in the area of international 

cooperation to contribute to the missions 

of the Japanese government, including 

the development of resources in India, 

Mongolia, and South Africa; cooperation 

with the U.S. Department of Energy in 

clean energy technologies; and metrology-

related support for Japanese companies 

operating in Asia.

Cooperation with Mongolia and 
South Africa in the development of 
rare-earth resources

Rare-earth elements are used in various 

applications including catalysts, glass, 

ceramics, raw materials for fluorescent 

agents, and alloy additives. Among such 

applications, they are indispensable raw 

materials for neodymium magnets used 

in hybrid cars, electrical appliances, and 

industrial robots. At present, the supply 

of dysprosium, one of the rare-earth 

elements added to neodymium magnets, 

is particularly in danger. The Institute 

for Geo-Resources and Environment of 

AIST has conducted geological surveys 

in various parts of the world with an eye 

to developing new rare-earth resources. 

Since rare-earth elements form fluorides, 

it is logically expected that rare-earth 

resources will exist where a large volume 

of fluorite (CaF2), the major naturally 

occurring form of fluoride, is found. 

The Institute for Geo-Resources and 

Environment has signed MOUs with the 

relevant government agencies of South 

Africa and Mongolia, the world’s major 

countries with rich fluorite reserves or 

production, and conducted surveys on the 

potential of rare-earth resources in those 

countries.

In South Africa, we conducted a survey 

of fluorite deposits and prospects scattered 

over an area with a distribution of granite 

located at the center of the Bushveld 

Complex, famous for its production 

of platinum, based on an MOU signed 

between the Council for Geoscience, 

South Africa, and the Japan Oil, Gas and 

Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC), 

in 2007. Rare-earth minerals and rare-earth 

contents in the ores from these deposits 

were analyzed, and high concentrations 

of rare-earth elements containing a large 

volume of dysprosium were found in two 

of the deposits. Detailed surface geologic 

surveys identified one prospect as the most 

promising, and a test-drilling survey has 

been conducted there since 2012. (Fig. 1)

In  Mongol ia ,  a  survey has  been 

conducted  for  ra re -ear th  depos i t s 

throughout the entire country based on 

an MOU related to mineral resources 

signed between the Mongolia’s Ministry 

of Mineral Resources and Energy and 

JOGMEC in 2010. The survey found that 

Fig. 1 Test-drilling survey in South Africa
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Fig. 2 AIST’s Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute, scheduled to open in April 2014

the Haldzan Buregtei deposit in the Hovd 

area in western Mongolia is the largest in 

scale and that heavy rare-earth elements 

including dysprosium are abundant in the 

deposit. Since 2012, mineral and chemical 

analyses of core samples obtained from 

test drilling have been conducted jointly 

with a Mongolian company that owns 

the mining concession for the deposit so 

as to evaluate the tonnage and grade of 

the rare-earth reserves in the concession. 

At present, in addition to evaluations 

of the volume of rare-earth resources in 

these deposits, tests on the beneficiation 

of rare-earth minerals and extraction 

of rare-earth elements from the ore 

concentrates are being conducted using 

ore samples obtained from South Africa 

and Mongolia at a mineral beneficiation 

laboratory newly set up in AIST. Based 

on the results of these tests and analyses, 

a final evaluation of economic viability is 

planned so as to clarify the feasibility of 

resource development.

Technical cooperation with the U.S 
Department of Energy on clean 
energy

AIST signed an MOU with five research 

institutes under the U.S. Department of 

Energy (DOE), namely, the Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, Sandia National 

Laboratories, National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory, and Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory, in 2009 to accelerate 

advanced technical development in the 

fields of energy and the environment 

through bilateral efforts, in line with the 

goal of realizing the early establishment 

of a low-carbon society. The conclusion 

of this agreement initiated exchanges of 

researchers and human resources. Joint 

research has been actively conducted since 

then, while also taking various forms of 

cooperation with other DOE laboratories 

into consideration.

In this joint research, research themes 

from which synergistic effects can be 

expected through the collaboration 

of both countries (including artificial 

photosynthesis, dye-sensitized solar 

cells, fuel cells, storage and transport 

of renewable energy, biofuels,  and 

Prime Senior Researcher
Institute for Geo-Resources and Environment 

Yasushi WATANABE 

nanotechnology) are being identified 

based on the network of AIST and DOE 

laboratories. Furthermore, new projects 

related to renewable energy and other 

clean energy technologies involving 

cooperation with research institutes and 

corporations in other regions started in 

2013 with Japan and the United States 

as the main participants, aiming at the 

realization of faster and more practical 

technical development. The results of 

this research on renewable energy are 

expected to be used and refined at AIST’s 

Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute 

Counselor, 
International Affairs Division

Research and Innovation Promotion Headquarters

Kinya SAKANISHI

(Fig. 2), which is scheduled to open in 

April 2014.
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Measurement standards spreading in Southeast Asia through Japan-Thailand cooperation

Manager, 
International Metrology Cooperation Office

Metrology Management Center

Hideyuki KATO

Supporting measurement standards 
as a manufacturing infrastructure 
for Japanese companies expanding 
overseas

Many Japanese companies are currently 

expanding operat ions in Southeast 

Asian countries including Thailand, 

Indonesia, and Malaysia. A large number 

of manufacturing sites have already 

been established in these countries. All-

out efforts are being made to ensure 

quality control by means of chemical 

analyses and measurements of varying 

physical engineering quantities such as 

length, dimensional form, electricity, and 

temperature in order to enhance product 

precision and safety.

In Thailand, an adequate metrological 

environment, such as a supply system of 

measurement standards or a traceability 

system, had not been established as a 

manufacturing infrastructure until more 

than 10 years ago. Japanese companies 

operating in Thailand prior to that time 

had to periodically send measuring 

devices used for quality control and the 

standards for these devices back to Japan 

for calibration. This time- and money-

consuming process was a serious problem 

for them.

Under these circumstances, the Thai 

government set up the National Institute of 

Metrology (Thailand),  (NIMT) in 1998, 

and AIST’s National Metrology Institute 

of Japan (NMIJ) launched technical 

support  including human resource 

development in Thailand, under a project 

with the Japan International Cooperation 

Agency, JICA-NIMT Project (2002-

2008). Technical transfers of measurement 

standards covering 42 quantities have 

been completed through these efforts. 

Nowadays, NIMT is considered to be 

the most highly developed metrology 

institute in the Southeast Asian region 

in terms of quantity and quality. Many 

production sites of Japanese companies 

and affiliates in Thailand are provided 

with calibration services almost equivalent 

to those available in Japan by accredited 

laboratories in Thailand.

AIST intends to continue supporting 

the technical competency of Japanese 

companies operating in Southeast Asian 

countries through technical seminars while 

working together with NIMT, the Thailand 

Institute of Scientific and Technological 

Research (TISTR), and the Department of 

Science Service of Thailand’s Ministry of 

Science and Technology (DSS). We also 

intend to support surrounding countries, 

Myanmar, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia 

in developing their metrology system, 

working in collaboration with Thailand 

as a hub of activity, thereby providing 

ongoing support to Japanese companies 

with widespread operations throughout 

Southeast Asia.

Support of Japanese companies 
and their affiliates Japan-Thailand 

cooperation

Contribution to 
surrounding countries

Thai national research institutes

NMIJ/AIST
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International Cooperation through the Establishment of 
TIA-nano - the International Research Base

The Tsukuba Innovation Arena for 

Nanotechnology (TIA-nano)  i s  an 

international nanotechnology research 

and education base in Tsukuba, where the 

world’s highest class research facilities 

and human resources in nanotechnology 

are accumulated. It was established by 

AIST, the National Institute for Materials 

Science (NIMS),  the  High Energy 

Accelerator Research Organization 

(KEK), the University of Tsukuba, and 

Japanese industry, with the support of the 

Cabinet Office, the Ministry of Education, 

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 

and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Industry.

TIA-nano is expected to become an 

innovation engine not only of Japan 

but also of the world by its dedicated 

activities of R&D and human resource 

development in nanotechnology. A total of 

26 projects have been conducted at TIA-

nano, in which more than 100 companies 

in Japan and overseas have joined for 

collaboration. 

As the core organization of TIA-

nano, AIST has been widening and 

deepening its international network of 

research organizations, corporations, 

and universities around the world, and 

promoting joint research, exchanges 

of  human resources ,  and research 

communications so as to create global 

values and to foster next-generation 

human resources.

S i n c e  2 0 1 0 ,  A I S T  h a s  b e e n 

deepening cooperation with three major 

nanotechnology bases in the world, 

namely, IMEC in Belgium, MINATEC in 

France, and Albany Nanotech in the United 

States, and has been engaged in various 

joint activities including joint workshops 

and human resource exchanges. As a 

result of this cooperation, some numbers 

of joint research will be born in core 

research fields of TIA-nano. TIA-nano is 

also sponsoring international symposiums 

and summer schools and inviting world-

renowned researchers as lecturers or 

speakers. Exchanges with the world’s top-

notch researchers and research institutes 

are thus being continuously promoted.

The TIA Collaboration Center located 

in AIST Tsukuba West started operation 

in June 2013 as a center for research and 

education activities of TIA-nano. With 

this as its core facility, TIA-nano plans to 

further enrich its functions as a globally 

valuable open innovation hub.

TIA Collaboration Center, opened in June 2013

Manager, 
Tsukuba Innovation Arena Planning Office

Tsukuba Innovation Arena Headquarters

Youichi SAKAKIBARA
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Efficient synthesis of pharmaceutical intermediates by 
using carbon dioxide
Expectation for eco-friendly manufacturing methods of chemicals

2-Oxazolidinone was synthesized by using carbon dioxide (CO2), a propargylamine and a catalytic amount of an 
N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC)-Au(I) core dendrimer in water. An NHC-Au(I) core dendrimer was prepared from 
a dendritic imidazolium bromide having poly(ethylene glycol) unit at the periphery by the successive addition of 
silver(I) oxide and Au(I) compound in fair chemical yield. An amphiphilic dendritic NHC-Au(I) complex catalyzed the 
aqueous media carboxylative cyclization of a propargylamine with 0.1 MPa of CO2 at room temperature to afford the 
corresponding 2-oxazolidinone in good chemical yield.

Ken-ichi FUJITA

Interdisciplinary Research Center for 
Catalytic Chemistry

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.10 p.12 (2013)
Aqueous media synthesis of 2-oxazolidinone by using dendritic gold catalyst

UPDATE FROM
THE CUTTING EDGE

Oct.-Dec. 2013

The abstracts of the recent research information 
appearing in Vol.13 No.10-12 of "AIST TODAY" are 
introduced here, classified by research areas.
For inquiry about the full article, please contact 
the author via e-mail. 

Environment and Energy
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Life Science and Biotechnology

Nanotechnology, Materials and Manufacturing

Suppression of potential-induced degradation in crystalline 
Si photovoltaic modules
Introduction of a TiO2-based thin film by coating on the glass substrate

 Kohjiro HARA

Research Center for Photovoltaic 
Technologies 

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.11 p.16 (2013)

 Yoshihiro KON

Interdisciplinary Research Center for 
Catalytic Chemistry 

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.11 p.17 (2013)

Potential-induced degradation (PID) in crystalline Si photovoltaic (PV) modules consisting of a soda lime glass 
substrate, copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate (EVA) as the encapsulant, and a back sheet was generated by applying 
-1000 V at 85 oC. In the PID test, the solar energy-to-electricity conversion efficiency of the standard Si PV module 
remarkably decreased from 15.9 % to 0.6 % after 2 h. On the other hand, degradation by PID was remarkably suppressed 
by the introduction of a TiO2-based thin film by coating on the glass substrate of the module. These results indicate that 
our technique is one of the attractive and promising techniques for producing low-cost PID-resistant Si PV modules.

Structures of a standard crystalline Si photovoltaic 
module (left) and a PID-resistant module (right) 
produced in this research

The I -V cur ves for a s tandard Si 
photovoltaic module and a PID-resistant 
module before and after the PID test by 
applying -1000 V at 85 oC for 2 h

Environment and Energy

Environment and Energy

High-purity, chloride-free epoxy resin
Applicable to conductive adhesive achieving super high performance

Highly effective catalytic process to synthesize pentaerythritol tetraglycidil ether (PETG) was achieved. Pentaerythritol 
tetraallyl ether (PETE) was oxidized by the optimized catalytic system including tungsten compound, amine, and additives, 
to give the target of over 80 % reactivity with 80 % selectivity under organic solvent-free reaction conditions. Generated 
PETG fulfilled 1) high temperature resistant properties, 2) good optical properties, 3) good electrical properties and weather 
resistance for a long term for practical use. Trial production of conductive adhesive was carried out. The conductive adhesive 
showed below values of 10 N strength of adhesive bonding and 10-3 Ωcm of resistivity to achieve the desired values.

Conductive adhesive (left) and application to chip bonding (right)
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Yutaka KOMURA

Human Technology Research Institute

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.11 p.18 (2013) 

Yoshikazu SEKI

Human Technology Research Institute

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.10 p.13 (2013) 

Elucidation of brain mechanisms underlying sensory awareness
Neural activities for “I’ve got it” in the pulvinar

We have introduced an experimental paradigm to assess confidence in subjects, such as animals and infants, who cannot 
report verbally. This is an opt-out task, where the subjects are given three options including two risky discriminative options (one 
is correct for a big reward and the other is error for no reward) and the third option (always associated with a small reward). 
We have conducted an experiment using a monkey. As the visual targets to be discriminated in the task got more ambiguous, 
the monkey gave up risky options and chose the third safe option more frequently. When the pulvinar reponses to the identical 
visual targets decreased, the monkey tended to choose the safe options. Recent studies suggest that our conscious percepts have 
two aspects; one involves contents and the other involves the confident feeling that we certainly know the perceived world. The 
current results provide evidence that the pulvinar encodes a subject’s confidence in visual awareness.

Two kinds of behavioral tasks for monkeys

Auditory orientation training system for the people with 
visual impairment
Orientation and mobility training using sounds as clues can be performed with a 
laptop PC

We have developed an auditory orientation training system for the people with visual impairment, with the cooperation of Tohoku 
Gakuin University, Tohoku Fukushi University, the National Rehabilitation Center for Persons with Disabilities, and others.

This technology artificially reproduces the clues to auditory orientation used by a visually impaired person during walking, 
such as the movement and reflection of sounds, by using three-dimensional acoustic technology. Through downsizing and cost 
reduction, we have developed it into a practical training system that allows a visually impaired person who has just started 
orientation and mobility (O&M) training to receive auditory orientation training safely and effectively. Starting on April 11, 
2013, the software for the training system is available for free to people and organizations concerned with the visual impairment.
 (http://staff.aist.go.jp/yoshikazu-seki/AOTS/index.html)

Use of this system is expected to help improve the safety and efficiency of rehabilitation and special needs education and 
promote participation of the people with visual impairment in social activities.

How the auditory orientation 
training system works
The system reproduces the 
training environment designed 
by the instructor in an easy-to-
understand and safe manner 
by using three-dimensional 
acoustics.
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Anti-inflammatory mechanisms characteristic of lactic acid bacteria
Double-stranded RNA in LAB triggers production of protective interferon-β

The fermentative lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are aerobic and abundant in the environment and food and they consequently 
compose a major part of our small intestinal commensal flora. Therefore, LAB affect maturation of host immune cells and 
maintenance of intestinal immune homeostasis under normal steady-state conditions. However, molecular mechanisms for 
protective and anti-inflammatory effects induced by LAB were illusive. We discovered that LAB trigger interferon-β (IFN- β) 
production from dendritic cells and protect mice from experimental colitis. The LAB-induced IFN-β production was diminished 
by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) digestion or treatment with endosomal inhibitors. Moreover, the protective effects induced by 
LAB were abrogated by neutralizing IFN-β. These results identify TLR3 as a sensor to small intestinal commensal bacteria and 
suggest that dsRNA in LAB contributes to anti-inflammatory and protective immune responses. These findings shed light on the 
clinical application of LAB and commensal bacteria for prevention and treatment of inflammatory diseases.

Anti-inflammatory effects of 
interferon-β on experimental 
colitis
Oral administration of LAB 
(KK221) suppressed infiltration 
of inflammatory cells by IFN-β 
induction.

Geological Survey and Applied GeoscienceLife Science and Biotechnology

Life Science and Biotechnology

Complex endosymbiotic system of mealybugs
Impact on biological concepts such as genome, cell and individual

The smallest reported bacterial genome belongs to Tremblaya princeps, a β-proteobacterial symbiont of the mealybug 
Planococcus citri (PCIT). Strikingly, Tremblaya of PCIT also possesses its own γ-proteobacterial endosymbiont, Moranella 
endobia. Genome and transcriptome analyses, including genome sequencing of a Tremblaya lineage containing no intracellular 
bacteria, revealed that the extreme genomic degeneracy of PCIT Tremblaya likely resulted from acquiring Moranella as an 
endosymbiont. In addition, we found that at least 22 horizontally transferred genes from multiple diverse bacteria are expressed 
in the mealybug genome, likely complementing missing symbiont genes. However, none of these horizontally transferred 
genes are derived from Tremblaya, indicating that genome reduction in this symbiont has entailed no gene transfers to the host 
nucleus. Our results suggest that the functioning of this three-way symbiosis is dependent on genes from at least six lineages of 
microorganisms and reveal a path to intimate endosymbiosis distinct from that followed by organelles.

Schemat ic i l lustrat ion of 
endosymbiotic systems in the 
citrus mealybug Planococcus 
citri (A) and the bulb mealybug 
Phenacoccus avenae

0.2 mm 0.2 mm 

Unique nested type of 
endosymbiotic system wherein -
proteobacterial symbiont cells are 
harbored within host insect cells 
and also contain -proteobacterial 
symbiont cells intracellularly.  

Standard type of 
endosymbiotic system 
wherein -proteobacterial 
symbiont cells are harbored 
within host insect cells  
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Metrology and Measurement Science

Metrology and Measurement Science

Information Technology and Electronics 

Information Technology and Electronics 

High-access survey robot
Working at TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

Honda Motor Co., Ltd. and AIST have jointly developed a remotely controlled survey robot that conducts on-site surveys 
on the first floor of a nuclear reactor building at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power Company, 
Inc. (TEPCO) and help discern structures in high and/or narrow areas. 

The survey robot was developed to support the actual needs based on information provided by TEPCO concerning 
conditions inside the reactor building. AIST developed the high-area accessible crawler work platform and Honda developed 
the survey-performing robot arm, which is installed on the top of the platform.

This newly developed survey robot is working inside the Unit 2 reactor building since June 18, 2013 and has successfully 
collected required data.

Kazuhito YOKOI

Intelligent Systems Research Institute

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.12 p.16 (2013)
The high-access survey robot when 
driving (left) and when surveying (right)
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Green Nanoelectronics Center

AIST TODAY Vol.13 No.11 p.19 (2013)

We have developed polycrystalline germanium (Ge) junctionless FETs for stacking CMOS that are expected to realize a high 
performance and multifunction IC. A large junction leakage current, a major drawback in Ge FETs, has been overcome by using 
junctionless FET with a narrow fin channel. Our results pave the way for high mobility channel materials which currently suffer 
from a large junction leakage current originating in small bandgap to suppress an increase in off-current. Practical transfer 
characteristics have been obtained.

Polycrystalline germanium junctionless FET for stacking CMOS
Practical transfer characteristics have been obtained.

Schematic of stacking CMOS (left), schematic and cross-sectional TEM image of the polycrystalline 
Ge junctionless transistor (right)
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Energy efficient switchable sheet with seasonal shading effect
The sheet automatically blocks sunlight in summer although it is always 
transparent to viewers inside.

We have developed a new switchable sheet which is based on the fact that there is a change in the incident angle of sunlight 
between summer and winter. The sheet blocks sunlight in summer by using total reflection but transmits it in winter. Unlike 
other light-control sheets, the sheet can control the transmission of direct sunlight while always allowing people inside to see 
the view outside the window. Without any inherent changes, the sheet automatically controls light transmission depending on 
the season. Light transmission can be controlled simply by attaching the film to an existing window. Therefore, if the sheet can 
be efficiently produced, it will save energy by substantially reducing cooling and heating loads.

Impact of CO2 geological storage on microbial ecosystems 
in deep subsurface
Progress toward implementation of CO2 geological storage

Depleted oil reservoirs are candidate sites for carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology. However, very little is known about 
how the subsurface microbial community would respond to an increase in CO2 pressure resulting from CCS. Here we constructed 
microcosms mimicking reservoir conditions (55 °C, 5 MPa) using high-temperature oil reservoir samples. Methanogenesis 
occurred under both high and low CO2 conditions in the microcosms. However, the increase in CO2 pressure accelerated the rate of 
methanogenesis to more than twice that under low CO2 conditions. Geochemical and molecular biological analyses showed that high 
CO2 conditions invoked the one-step methanogenic pathway producing methane from acetate in place of the two-step pathway that 
typically occurs in situ environment (low CO2 conditions). Our results present a possibility of the next-generation CCS for enhanced 
microbial energy production in deep subsurface environments that can mitigate global warming and energy depletion.

CO2 concentration-dependent microbial community transition and 
the methanogenic pathways

Basic structure of the total-reflection light-control sheet (left) and structure and function of the 
automatic light-control sheet (right)
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Establishment of DBT-AIST International Laboratory for Advanced 
Biomedicine

AIST Receives Visit by French Minister for Higher Education and 
Research

The Department of Biotechnology of India (DBT) and 
AIST established a joint research laboratory, named DBT-
AIST International Laboratory for Advanced Biomedicine 
(DAILAB) on October 3, 2013, at AIST Tsukuba Central 6. 
A signing ceremony for a joint research contract was held for 
the occasion.

At the ceremony, DBT Secretary Krishnaswamy 
VijayRaghavan and AIST President Ryoji Chubachi signed 
the contract, with Ms. Deepa Gopalan Wadhwa, the 
Ambassador of India to Japan, and Dr. Shingo Ichimura, 
AIST Senior Vice-President in attendance.

French Minister Genevieve Fioraso, responsible for Higher Education 
and Research, visited AIST on October 7, 2013, to inspect the CNRS-AIST 
Joint Robotics Laboratory (CNRS-AIST JRL) where collaborative research 
projects are being conducted by researchers of AIST and CNRS (Centre 
national de la recherche scientifique).

Dr. Shingo Ichimura, AIST Senior Vice-President gave a welcoming 
speech, in which he thanked the French minister for her commendation of 
the collaborative research with AIST on robotics at the STS Forum held in 
Kyoto the previous day.

Overview presentations of AIST Intelligent Systems Research Institute 
(ISRI) and the actual research were given by ISRI Director Hirohisa 

In Brief

DAILAB aims to promote joint research and exchange of researchers in the fields of health and medical care. It 
aims to become a research base for the promotion of innovation in health and medical care by developing fundamental 
technologies for bioimaging and search for molecules with anticancer activities.

(reference information)
AIST and DBT concluded a memorandum of understanding on comprehensive research cooperation (MOU) 

in February, 2007. Under this MOU, the two countries agreed upon a bilateral research project at the AIST-DBT 1st 

Workshop held in January, 2008, and have been promoting research cooperation in the field of health and medical care. 
In the past 5 years, four workshops have been held in both countries. The establishment of DAILAB is aimed at further 
promoting research collaboration.

Hirukawa and JRL Co-Director Abderrahmane Keddar respectively. These were followed by demonstrations of the evaluation 
of assistive equipment by humanoid robots, rough terrain mobility in cases of disaster response, and humanoid manipulation.

In the discussions with Japanese and French researchers at JRL, the minister showed particular interest in the work and 
life of young foreign researchers in Japan. She expressed her hopes for their future success.

Participants of the DAILAB signing ceremony

Minister Fioraso (right) and Senior Vice-
President Ichimura (left)




